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With the development of artifcial intelligence, machine vision technology based on deep learning is an efective way to improve
production efciency. Because of the rapid update of the automobile manufacturing industry and the large variety of products, the
learning time and the number of learning samples of the deep learning model are limited, which brings great difculties to the
recognition of components. Terefore, considering the economic benefts of enterprises, this paper proposes an intelligent
component recognition method appropriate for small datasets, aiming to explore an automatic system for component recognition
suitable for industrial manufacturing environments. Te method completes the generation of the dataset through the system
architecture with the potential for automation and the image cropping method based on feature detection and then designs a deep
learning network based on coarse-fne-grained feature fusion to generate an intelligent recognition model of components. Finally,
the designed network achieves an accuracy of 95.11%, and compared with the traditional classical network on multiple datasets,
the designed network has better performance. Tus, the proposed method can improve the production fexibility of the au-
tomobile manufacturing industry and improve equipment intelligence.

1. Introduction

With the widespread application of artifcial intelligence
technology in industrial manufacturing, the demand for
automation in the automotive assembly manufacturing in-
dustry is increasing. Target detection and recognition based
on deep learning are an important technical means to pro-
mote equipment intelligence and production automation [1].
However, the current rapid update and many types of
products in the automotive manufacturing industry bring
challenges to the intelligent recognition of components. Te
fast update speed requires that the production of datasets for
deep learning consume low time costs, while the many
product types command the intelligent recognition model to
have strong robustness and accuracy and be able to recognize
diferent types of components. Terefore, in response to the
above problems, fguring out how to design a rapid pro-
duction method for component datasets and building a deep
learning network suitable for small datasets are the key to
improving the automation of automobile manufacturing.

Today, the rise of new energy vehicles has enriched the
types of vehicles, and the styles of components have in-
creased geometrically. Te traditional method of pasting
barcodes on components is inefcient and lacks fexibility,
making it difcult to adapt to the needs of intelligent
manufacturing in the new era. Deep learning technology has
excellent performance in target detection [2] and image
recognition [3] and can be used to give equipment the ability
to automatically recognize targets and enhance the in-
telligence and fexibility of the equipment. Nowadays, there
are many deep learning models (e.g., VGG [4], ResNet [3],
Fast-RCNN [5], and YOLO [6]) that are widely used for
production defect detection [7], product quality control [8],
and object recognition [9–11]. But these models have similar
characteristics, that is, they requiremany learning samples to
gain experience. For Faster-RCNN and YOLO, it also takes
a long time to label images with “LabelImg.” In the fast-
updated automobile manufacturing industry, it is difcult to
obtain enough learning samples to support the learning of
deep learning models, and cumbersome data annotation will
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also increase the production cost of manufacturing com-
panies, making the applicability of these deep learning
models limited.

Tus, aiming at the particularity of the automobile
manufacturing industry, this paper desires to explore an
intelligent recognition method for components suitable for
industrial manufacturing. Focusing on the production cost
and efciency of enterprises, this paper explores a reliable
and lightweight intelligent system to realize the automatic
generation of component datasets, as well as the automatic
training, deployment, and upgrading of models. Te main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) An intelligent recognition architecture for auto
components with automation potential is proposed,
which includes three layers of data acquisition, deep
learning, and model application. Te automatic
implementation of “data collection-network
learning-model deployment-model upgrade” can
be completed.

(2) In the context of small sample data, an intelligent
recognition method of auto components based on
a parallel deep learning network (PDLN) is pro-
posed. Tis method obtains a reliable recognition
model when the learning samples are insufcient by
fusing coarse- and fne-grained features.

(3) Combined with the image feature detection algo-
rithm, an image target cropping method is designed,
which can be used to speed up the generation of
datasets, and improve the robustness of the model
application.

Te rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a review of related work. Section 3 presents the
overall system architecture. Section 4 describes the feature
detection-based image cutting method. Te PDLN’s design
is shown in Section 5. Section 6 reports the experimental
process and discussion. Finally, Section 7 provides discus-
sion. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Using deep learning technology to assist industrial pro-
duction is an efective way to improve production intelligence.
In particular, the use of image recognition algorithms to give
equipment the ability to recognize production content can
better realize intelligent manufacturing. Diferent from tra-
ditional image recognition algorithms, intelligent image
recognition based on deep learning has better robustness and
is currently widely used in product quality monitoring [8] and
object recognition [3]. As shown in Table 1, image recognition
algorithms can be roughly divided into two categories, one is
that an image has only one recognized target, and the other is
that an image contains multiple recognized targets. Te
diference between the two is that the former model is rel-
atively simple and data preprocessing (data labeling) is ef-
cient, while the latter model is usually more complex and data
preprocessing is relatively cumbersome.

Considering the rapid update speed of automotive
products and the large number of components, using
a recognition method that only contains a single recognized
target in an image can avoid the increase in cost caused by
the manual data annotation described in [12, 13, 16] and is
more in line with the efciency requirements of
manufacturing enterprises. For the problem of insufcient
learning samples, some researchers propose to use Gan [18]
to increase sample data. However, this will increase costs and
time consumption.Terefore, it is necessary to design a deep
learning model suitable for a small number of learning
samples, and there are still some shortcomings in the current
research methods. For example, a method that can realize
the whole process automation of “dataset production-
network training-model deployment-model upgrade” can
maximize the improvement of production efciency and
optimize the manufacturing mode. Tus, the method
designed in this paper will maximize the automation of the
whole process.

3. System Architecture

Automation and intelligence are important symbols of the
new generation of industrial manufacturing and important
guarantees for reducing labor and improving
manufacturing efciency. Tis paper proposes an in-
telligent recognition architecture for auto components with
automation potential, as shown in Figure 1. Te archi-
tecture consists of three layers: data collection, deep
learning, and model application. From left to right, each
layer is the basis for the next layer.

3.1. Data Collection. Abundant data is an important foun-
dation for deep learning network training. In industrial
manufacturing such as automobile assembly, the image data
acquisition of components can automatically obtain rich
image samples by installing camera equipment on the fn-
ished components. Secondly, it is also possible to manually
take images of relevant components by workers. Both
abovementioned methods have their limitations. For ex-
ample, the images of components automatically captured at
a fxed position are relatively simple, and the styles are not
rich enough (the frst row of Figure 2). Although manual
shooting can make up for the abovementioned shortcom-
ings, it needs to consume a lot of labor, which is not con-
ducive to the development of enterprises. Terefore, in
automobile assembly manufacturing, it is often more eco-
nomical to build small datasets.

Furthermore, with a background in personalized cus-
tomization, the production mode of small batches promotes
faster product iteration and more complex product styles.
Tis limits the feasibility of making large datasets and re-
quires that datasets be manufactured faster. Tus, based on
the image feature detection algorithm, this paper designs an
object cropping method, which can speed up the production
of datasets and realize automatic generation. For details,
please refer to the fourth section.
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3.2. Deep Learning. Deep learning technology has out-
standing performance in image classifcation and recogni-
tion and has higher accuracy than traditional image
algorithms. In image classifcation and recognition, the
classic deep learning networks include VGG, ResNet, and
DenseNet [19], which usually require a large number of
learning samples to obtain reliable model performance.
However, the small datasets in the automobile assembly
manufacturing industry make it difcult to support the
training of the abovementioned deep learning networks, and
it is impossible to obtain reliable model performance.
Terefore, designing a deep learning network for small
datasets is the key to establishing intelligent recognition of
auto components. In this paper, based on coarse-fne-grained
analysis, a parallel deep learning network is designed for
intelligent component recognition of small datasets.

3.3. Model Application. Te trained deep learning network
can generate an intelligent recognition model through the
storage mechanism of Pytorch. Because of the limitations of
the computing power of the production equipment itself, the
model can be deployed in the cloud. Tus, the images of the
component, which are transmitted to the cloud, can be

recognized by the model in the cloud. Ten, the recognition
result will return to the equipment, as shown in Figure 3. In
addition, the viewing angle of the equipment for shooting
components may be too large, resulting in a small pro-
portion of the image of the components (as shown in the
third row in Figure 2) and a decrease in the accuracy of
model recognition. Terefore, it is necessary to design an
algorithm for intelligent cropping. Like crafting datasets,
feature detection-based object croppingmethods can play an
important role in this process. In addition, during the ap-
plication process, images with recognition confdence
greater than 90% will be added to the dataset for re-
inforcement learning in subsequent models. In this way, the
performance of the model is continuously improved, and the
automation of data acquisition, model training, and model
upgradation is completed.

4. Feature Detection-Based Object Cropping

In the original image of the camera, the object area occupies
relatively little of the total image area, resulting in a waste of
computing resources and a lack of focus. So, cropping
should be done to the original image to highlight the object
and reduce the image size. However, cropping out the object
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Figure 1: Intelligent recognition architecture for auto components.
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Figure 2: Samples of DATA_DEVICE.
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from each image often takes a lot of time and efort, which
may reduce production efciency. Tus, a novel method
based on feature detection that can automatically crop
images is the key to speeding up the generation of com-
ponent datasets and is more suitable for fast iteration
production methods.

4.1. Key Methods

4.1.1. Bilateral Filter. Bilateral fltering [20] is a nonlinear
fltering method that combines spatial proximity and image
pixel similarity values. More precisely, this method considers
spatial information and grayscale similarity. It has a good
preservation efect on the image’s contour edge and can
eliminate the speckle noise inside the contour simulta-
neously. Its core formula is as follows:

g(i, j) �
(k,l)∈S(i,j)f(k, l).w(i, j, k, l)

(k,l)∈S(i,j)w(i, j, k, l)
,

w(i, j, k, l) � exp −
(i − k)

2
+(j − l)

2

2σ2d
−

‖f(i, j) − f(k, l)‖
2

2σ2r
 ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

where g(i,j) denotes pixel(i,j)’s value and s(k, l) refers to pixels
within a (2n+ 1) range from pixel(i,j) (i.e., pixel(i,j) acts as
a center, f(k,l) contains the position pixel(k, l)’ s weight, and
w(i,j,k,l) is the value calculated using two Gaussian functions.
Te weights related to the pixel distance and similarity are
denoted σ2d and σ2r , respectively. Te σ2r parameter preserves
the image boundary information.

4.1.2. Gaussian Filter. Bilateral fltering could leave the
impulse noise [21, 22]. Terefore, further noise reduction
and image smoothing are necessary. A Gaussian flter is an
algorithm that convolves the image utilizing a Gaussian
kernel, i.e., a coordinate system (x, y) that follows certain
rules. Te center pixel’s value is obtained by weighting and
summing the neighboring pixels’ values, as given in

G(x, y) �
1

2πσ2
exp −

x
2

+ y
2

2πσ2
 . (2)

4.1.3. ORB Feature Detection. Oriented FAST and rotated
BRIEF (ORB) feature detection [23] is performed on single-
channel grayscale images. ORB judges whether a corner
pixel and pixel(x,y) are feature points by detecting the
number of pixels in the pixel(x,y)’s neighborhood whose
value difers from pixel(x,y)’s by more than h. Te pyramid
algorithm enables the feature detection’s scale invariance. In
addition, the ORB algorithm assumes a certain ofset be-
tween the corner pixel’s grayscale and the centroid, and
a characteristic orientation can be obtained by calculation.
We defne the moment of the corner pixel(p,q)’s neighboring
pixels as

mpq � 
x,y

x
p
y

q
I(x, y), (3)

where I(x,y) denotes pixel(x,y)’s gray value.Te image centroid
is now obtained as

C �
m10

m00
,
m01

m00
 . (4)

Te angle between the feature point’s position and the
centroid is defned as the feature point’s orientation:

θ � arctan m01, m10( . (5)

To improve the method’s rotation invariance, it is
necessary to ensure that x and y are contained in a circular
area with radius r (i.e., x, y ∈ [−r, r]), where r is the
neighborhood radius. Tese methods enable obtaining
a large amount of feature point information in the image.

4.2. Object Areas’ Intelligent Cropping. As diferent camera
sensors have diferent sensitivity to light and color, the image
information of objects in the same scene captured by various
camera sensors is not consistent. Tere are many Gaussian
and “pretzel” noises in the image, which can afect the
feature detection, misleading the location of the object.
Terefore, we use fltering algorithms (e.g., bilateral fltering
algorithm [20] and Gaussian fltering algorithm [21, 22]) to
smooth the image for removing the noise in the image. With
the noise reduced signifcantly, the number of feature points
detected by ORB will be sacrifced, while these points will be
more concentrated on the object. As shown in Figure 4, after

Networks

Transmission 
of image data 

Return of 
recognition 

result

Image capture

Device

Computing 
center

Figure 3: Ways of model application.
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the image is smoothed by noise reduction, the feature points
are mainly distributed near the object area, which helps to
obtain a smaller size image of the object.

Tis study utilizes the ORB feature detection algorithm
to obtain the positions of all feature points in the image. Te
position coordinates are denoted as

T � x0, y0( , x1, y1( , x2, y2( , . . . xn−1, yn−1(  . (6)

According to multiple tests, the area of an object
(component) in the image can be located with these feature
points’ help. Ten, a square box is used to surround these
feature points, and then the square feature area is cropped to
generate a smaller size image of the components. Te
generation process is shown in Algorithm 1.

Te cropping area is k times the feature area. Tis study
has tried many times to choose a proper value of k so that the
cropping area can completely cover the object. In the end,
a good value of k is chosen: k� 1.2. As shown in Figure 5, the
feature detection algorithm can efectively crop into
a smaller size and more concentrated information image of
the object, from the original image, which helps to reduce
the computational cost of the deep learning network.

Finally, a dataset containing six types of components is
obtained. For each type, images with multiple backgrounds
and scenes are collected. As shown in Figure 6, the com-
ponents’ background is complex and diverse, which refects
the actual production environment’s complexity. Tis
comprehensive and realistic dataset consists of 2,040 images
in total.

5. Parallel Deep Learning Network

How to obtain reliable deep learning models on small
datasets is still a difcult problem, today.Tis study proposes
an image coarse-fne-grained feature fusion method to
improve the learning ability of deep learning networks for
image features and help networks get more image features.

5.1. Coarse-Fine-Grained Feature Fusion Architecture.
ResNet and DenseNet efectively solve the gradient descent
problem in deep networks by using a residual structure,
which results in a huge improvement in network depth. Te
multilayer convolutional block of VGG has a strong feature
extraction capability. Studies show that under the same
convolution kernel, the receiving feld of the deep con-
volutional network is larger but with less information, while
the receiving feld of the shallow convolutional network is
smaller but with more information.

Tus, we propose an image coarse-fne-grained feature
fusion method to make deep learning networks that can
obtain the coarse-grained and fne-grained features of im-
ages. Tus, networks will have enough features to learn
without big datasets and receive more detailed and global
information. Te method consists of a novel network ar-
chitecture, as shown in Figure 7, named parallel deep
learning network (PDLN).

By stacking diferent numbers of convolutional layers,
the PDLN designs two convolutional links (large and minor,
L andM) of a large receptive feld and a minor receptive feld
and obtains the global features and local features of the input
image, which are fused and input to the fully connected layer
to achieve classifcation and recognition. Various features of
the input tensor will be extracted from convolutional links
with large and minor receptive felds and achieve fne-
grained recognition at a low depth of the network. Te
PDLN does not obtain the large receptive feld by deepening
the network, which efectively saves the local feature of
minor receptive felds for the image and avoids the over-
ftting problem.

To better understand the principle of our architecture,
we visualize the learning process of PDLN, and we can fnd
that the input image features extracted by the two links (L
and M) of PDLN are signifcantly diferent. As shown in
Figure 8, both L and M map an input image to more di-
mensions to extract features (to get diferent feature vectors
in multiple dimensionalities). Te feature maps extracted by

Filter processingNon-fltered processing

(a)

(b)

1 1

2
2

3
3

Figure 4: Te infuence of flter processing in feature detection.
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L are more macro, and the detailed decomposition is misty.
While the feature maps extracted by M are more detailed,
two components of feature maps are blended and extracted
to form new, more simplifed feature maps in Transform,
and each vector represents a feature of the original image.
Finally, they are input into the classifer for classifcation
recognition.

5.2.Detail Structure of PLDN. Te RGB three-channel image
with a 224× 224 resolution is used as the standard PDLN
input format in the experiment. As shown in Figure 9, once
the image is normalized and preprocessed, it is passed to one
feature extraction chain with fve convolutional blocks and
the other with three convolutional blocks. Te network
performs layer-by-layer convolution operations on the

(01) begin
(02) input ← input an image
(03) imageFiltering() //fltering noise reduction
(04) Detect all key points
(05) for (iterate through all key points)
(06) Remove relatively isolated points
(07) Statistics key points scope
(08) end for
(09) Use a square to enclose the scope
(10) if (the square is beyond the bounds of the image = false)
(11) Increase the square by a factor of k
(12) end if
(13) Cut out the square to form a smaller picture
(14) Save this picture
(15) end

ALGORITHM 1: Image cropping.

Feature detection Central area Image crop

Figure 5: Dataset production scheme.

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

Figure 6: Samples of components of the dataset.
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image to obtain the feature information. Te transition layer
then combines and optimizes the two links’ (L’s and M’s)
feature quantities. Finally, a classifer with two fully con-
nected layers obtains a fnal output. To prevent the network
from excessive feature extraction and avoid the overftting
phenomenon, the BatchNorm layer and the Dropout layer
are added to the network. Additionally, regularization fac-
tors are introduced into the optimizer, and the “L2” nor-
malization is applied to control each layer’s output in the
training process.

We consider a simplifed model where each convolution
block input matrix is denoted as xi, and the output matrix is
yi. Ten,

yi � ReLU σi(  � ReLU wi.xi + bi( , (7)

where wi and bi denote convolution block i’s weight and bias
matrix, respectively. ReLU is the rectifed linear activation
function. Now, the fnal network output is

F.C.Layer: yout � ReLU zf  � ReLU wf.xf + bf ,

Tr.Layer: yt � xf � ReLU zt(  � ReLU wt.xt + bt( 

xt � yL3
+ yM5

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

,

(8)

Te neural network updates the weights by calculating
the gradient change rate: wi

′ � wi − η × zyout/zwi, bi
′ � bi −

η × zyout/zbi. Terefore, for the transition layer, the weight
update is

Transition Layer 

Fully Connected Layer
Conv2D (1, 1)

BN2d 

MaxPool

Linear

Linear

Sofmax

MaxPool

Conv2D (1, 1)

MaxPool

Conv2D (1, 1)

Conv2D (1, 1)M

…

MMaxPool

Conv2D (1, 1)

MaxPool

Conv2D (1, 1)

Conv2D (1, 1)

…
…

L

Conv2D
Block

Conv2D
Block

Figure 7: Parallel deep learning network architecture.

L: large receptive feld

M: minor receptive feld

Original input
image 

Transform:
characteristic converge

Classify/
Recognition

Figure 8: Display of PDLN’s image feature extraction and selection process.
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Δwt �
zyout

zwt

�
zyout

zzf

.
zzf

zxt

.
zxf

zyt

.
zyt

zzt

.
zzt

zwt

� ReLU
′

zf wf.ReLU
′

zt( xt

� ReLU
′

zf wf.ReLU
′

zt( . yL3
+ yM5

 .

(9)

Following (9), the transition layer weight update Δwt is
related to (yL3

+ yM5
). Link L is added to the network to

increase the variable value xt, thereby increasing the gra-
dient change rate and efectively alleviating the gradient
descent problem.

Multiple adjacent convolutional superpositions can in-
crease the convolution kernel size. Tis method generates
fewer network parameters than the convolutional layer with
a convolution kernel of similar size. L and M links relate to
diferent perception felds to capture the overall and detailed
image characteristics. Using their combination
(xt � yL3

+ yM5
), the network can obtain more feature in-

formation and fnd suitable gradients for weight updates
while also alleviating the insufciencies caused by excessive
network depth and an inadequate dataset size.

6. Experiments

6.1. Dataset

6.1.1. DATA_ORI. Tis DATA_ORI dataset consists of
rectangular color images originally captured with 224× 398
pixels. Tere are six categories of component images, 340
images in each category, and 2,040 images in total. Te
dataset is divided into the training data and test sets by 0.85/
0.15. Ten the training data is divided into the training set
and validation set by 9/1. Training and test data used
a standard data augmentation scheme (mirroring/rotation).
During preprocessing, we compressed the image size to
224× 224 and normalized the data using channel mean and
standard deviation.

6.1.2. DATA_CON. DATA_CON is generated from
DATA_ORI after processing by Algorithm 1. Te
DATA_ORI size is frstly changed to twice the size, and then
Algorithm 1 is used.We choose a value between 1 and 3 for k
and try several times (at k� 3, i.e., the cropped feature area is
3 times larger, the cropped area already covers the original
image completely) to fnd the most suitable value of k so that
the cropped area just covers the object without being too
large. Te fnal choice is k� 1.6. Te square image obtained
by Algorithm 1 will be more concentrated on the object
(components). Te fnal image size is converted to 224× 224
to formDATA_CON. Data enhancement and preprocessing
are the same as DATA_ORI.

6.1.3. DATA_DEVICE. DATA_DEVICE is generated by
another capturing device (AR) taking pictures. Te image is
a 224× 398 color rectangular image, containing 185 images
for six types of components. It is mainly used as a test set to
evaluate models. Te image size is compressed to 224× 224,
and the preprocessing is the same as DATA_ORI. A com-
ponent of the image is shown in Figure 2. Te size of the
objects in the image is irregular, and the sharpness varies
greatly. All of these pose a huge challenge to PDLN-based
algorithmic recognition.

6.2. Training. We tested classic deep learning networks such
as ResNet18, ResNet152, DenseNet121, DenseNet201,
VGG11, and VGG19 and obtained baselines in ResNet and
DenseNet according to the ofcial training method. But in
VGG, the ofcial training method in [4] has serious over-
ftting, so we choose to adjust some parameters to adapt to
the current training task. In VGG11, the mini-batch is
modifed to 128 and the baseline is obtained. In VGG19, the
mini-batch needs to be modifed to 128 and the learning rate
modifed to 0.001 to obtain the baseline.

In addition, experiments test recent state-of-the-art
(SOTA) models on image classifcation tasks. Big Transfer
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Figure 9: Detailed structure of PDLN.
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(BiT) [24], Convolutional vision Transformer (CvT) [25],
and Vision Transformer (ViT) [26] are the models that have
performed best in image classifcation and recognition tasks
recently. Tis study uses their ofcial code and training
method to obtain baselines and compare them with PDLN.

Te PDLN was trained using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [27]. Te mini-batch size was 128, momentum was
0.9. Te training was regularized by weight decay (the “L2”
penalty multiplier set to 0.0005). Te learning rate was
initially set to 0.01 and then decreased by a factor of 10 when
the validation set accuracy stopped improving. We frst used
DATA_ORI and DATA_CON for training and testing and
then used DATA_DEVICE to evaluate the model’s per-
formance. All training and testing were performed on
a personal computer (PC). Te confguration of the PC is i7-
10500, 16G ROM, and RTX3080 12G.

6.3. Testing. We have completed the training of each net-
work in the way mentioned above and obtained baselines.
DATA_ORI and DATA_CON are used for training and
testing the network, and fnally, the obtained model is
evaluated with DATA_DEVICE.Te results of each baseline
are shown in Table 2. We found that the deep neural net-
works trained and tested on DATA_ORI have a little higher
accuracy but a fairly bigger loss than the ones on
DATA_CON. However, the deep neural networks trained
on DATA_ORI have lower accuracy than the ones on
DATA_CON when evaluated on DATA_DEVICE. It in-
dicates that the model’s generalization ability is insufcient.
Analyzing the performance curves of the test set of the
training process of all networks (e.g., vgg11 in Figure 10), it
was noticed that almost all of the loss curves showed an
increase, and the loss values after stabilization were relatively
high, which implies an overftting problem. In addition,
shallower networks tend to have better performance than
deeper ones. We suspect that the features available are very
limited when the number of learning samples is small,
causing the deeper network to overlearn on small data sets
and incorrectly use noisy variables such as background as
classifcation criteria, so we need to build a low-depth
network. In Table 2, ResNet’s 18-layer network
(ResNet18) performs very well, and DenseNet performs
better than VGG. It considers that the residual network
structure has great potential for small datasets. Considering
the image characteristics of industrial components, we de-
sign a network with residual architecture, which has a large
receptive feld for extracting global features of the image and
also a minor receptive feld for extracting local features of the
image, and fnally, two links are formed (L and M).

6.3.1. Novelty Comparison. For comparison with SOTA
models, this study trains and tests BiT, CvT, ViT, and PDLN
on our datasets. As results are shown in Table 3, the accuracy
of BiT, CvT, and ViT on the test sets of DATA_ORI and
DATA_CON is between 70% and 93%, which is far lower
than that of PDLN. What is more, the accuracy of PDLN is
much higher than other networks on DATA_DEVICE,
proving that PDLN has a stronger generalization ability. In

addition, the changes in loss and accuracy of PDLN during
the training process, which do not fuctuate sharply, are
shown in Figure 11. Meaning that there is no overftting
problem in PDLN, and the learning process and training
hyperparameter confguration are properly set. Tus, PDLN
is advanced and has more potential than the above-
mentioned networks on small datasets.

Although the network training accuracies on both
DATA_ORI and DATA_CON are not very good, the
training process on DATA_CON is better than that on
DATA_ORI. Tus, we choose to use DATA_CON to
complete the later experiments.

6.3.2. Comparison of Coarse-Fine-Grained (L and M) Net-
work Feature Learning Capability. To explore the feature
learning ability of L and M in PDLN and to analyze their
impact on the fnal performance, ablation experiments are
established in this study. First, the experiment tests the
feature extraction network using only the M part, named
PDLN_M. Ten, it tests the feature extraction network that
only uses the L part, named PDLN_L.Te test performances
are given in Table 4, where PDLN_M has higher accuracy
than PLDN_L, and both PDLN_M and PLDN_L are lower
than PDLN. Te experiment suggests that when PDLN_M
adds a larger receptive feld feature (L), i.e., PDLN, not
only the network performance is improved but also
its adaptability to the heterogeneous source dataset
(DATA_DEVICE) is improved. To further verify the cor-
rectness of this theory, the experiment visualized the Region
of Interest (ROI) in the image at the end of L, M, and the
transition layer. As shown in Figure 12, L is more inclined to
large regional features, while M is more inclined to micro
ones. Under the fusion of the two, the ROI of the transition
layer can more accurately capture the key areas of the image.
Tus, PDLN achieves higher accuracy and better general-
ization ability than PDLN_L and PDLN_M.

6.3.3. Parameter Selection for Algorithm 1. Te k parameter
selection for Algorithm 1 can be used with diferent values
depending on the application scenario. In this study, the
control variable method is used to test the efects of diferent
k on the performance of PDLN. As test results are shown in
Table 5, the network gets the highest accuracy as 92.43%
when k� 1.2. And when k is less than 1.2, the performance
gets worse as k decreases because the cropped image loses
some feature regions. While the cropped image will become
large when k is larger than 1.2, causing the proportion of
feature regions to decrease, and the performance becomes
worse as k increases. Tus, k� 1.2 is used for testing each
network in this study. When k� 1.2, the enhancement re-
sults of Algorithm 1 on PDLN are shown in Table 6, which
shows that most of the originally incorrectly recognized
images can be accurately recognized with the help of Al-
gorithm 1, proving that Algorithm 1 is efective.

By comparing Tables 3 with 2, it can be seen that Al-
gorithm 1 plays a positive role in improving the recognition
accuracy of AR images, and can accurately locate the feature
concentration area of the image, and the accuracy of PDLN
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is higher than that of several networks tested so far, which
confrms that PDLN has better learning ability and gener-
alization ability on the dataset of small industrial compo-
nents. Also, as shown in Tables 5 and 6, intelligent cropping

of image feature areas (Algorithm 1) in model evaluation can
generally increase the accuracy of the model. Tus, PDLN
demonstrates a stronger generalization ability than other
networks on a heterogeneous dataset.
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Figure 10: Performance of VGG on diferent training sets. (a) Train on DATA_ORI. (b) Train on DATA_CON.

Table 3: Performance comparison of SOTA models.

Model Training Testing Evaluation Evaluation with
Algorithm 1

Dataset Loss Acc. (%) Loss Acc. (%) Loss Acc. (%)

BiT DATA_ORI 0.1001 92.15 2.6926 30.23 4.9752 33.51
DATA_CON 0.2318 90.84 3.3496 34.59 2.4041 47.03

CvT DATA_ORI 1.0438 83.33 4.7235 24.05 3.4118 44.05
DATA_CON 0.9596 84.96 3.2217 33.24 2.9417 49.19

ViT DATA_ORI 3.4291 77.43 13.7787 31.26 9.5347 36.54
DATA_CON 2.1206 85.07 12.8839 34.37 8.5453 40.62

PDLN DATA_ORI 0.1303 94.38 2.7066 50.86 3.1891 54.05
DATA_CON 0.1945 95.11 1.7629 61.62 0.2841 92.43

Table 2: Performance comparison of classical networks.

Model Training Testing Evaluation Evaluation with
Algorithm 1

Dataset Loss Acc. (%) Loss Acc. (%) Loss Acc. (%)

VGG11 DATA_ORI 1.2754 82.03 7.4869 23.78 6.9467 36.21
DATA_CON 1.0606 81.38 4.2180 33. 1 3.933 51.35

VGG19 DATA_ORI 1.0462 83.66 7.5684 28.10 7.086 32.29
DATA_CON 0.8374 66.67 2.3672 21.08 1.7 11 34.59

ResNet18 DATA_ORI 0.3248 93.31 8.7534 31.35 7.2648 42.70
DATA_CON 0.2903 91.19 13.6997 24.86 5.661  2.43

ResNet152 DATA_ORI 1.4845 71.71 7.8313 29.18 7.2735 30.01
DATA_CON 1.5444 72.28 277.2992 19.45 142.59 28.11

DenseNet121 DATA_ORI 0.6082 85.33 3.9679 24.32 3.7571 30.19
DATA_CON 0.568 85.48 14.5865 20.54 10.485 34.05

DenseNet201 DATA_ORI 0.5374 87.55 9.1101 32.43 8.1152 43.78
DATA_CON 0.3379 77.69 11.0234 25.41 6.0151 47.03

Te best number performed in these comparisons tested.
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Figure 11: Performance curve of PDLN on DATA_CON.

Table 4: Ablation experiments of PDLN’s L and M.

Model Training Testing Evaluation Evaluation with
Algorithm 1

Dataset Loss Acc. (%) Loss Acc. (%) Loss Acc. (%)
PDLN_M DATA_CON 0.0668 94.37 3.59709 55.14 1.976032 66.49
PDLN_L DATA_CON 0.3581 92.81 5.9381 46.49 5.584 54.05
PDLN DATA_CON 0.1945 95.11 1.7629 61.62 0.2841 92.43

L

L L L L L L L L L L

M M M M M M M M M M

M

T

Figure 12: Visualization (heat map) for image regions of interest in the last layer of PDLN’s L, M, and transition layer.

Table 5: Te efect of diferent k for improving the recognition accuracy of PDLN on DATA_DEVICE.

False⟶ true: recognition is wrong without Algorithm 1, and recognition is correct with Algorithm 1
True⟶ false: recognition is correct without Algorithm 1, and recognition is wrong with Algorithm 1
K 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 2.0
False⟶ true (%) 32.05 33.84 33.51 33.04 31.53 28.96 29.53 28.01 23.54
True⟶ false (%) 17.02 12.27 2.70 8.19 5.72 4.62 4.24 3.83 3.31
Final Acc. (%) 71.35 76.76 92.43 78.92 78.46 78.38 78.92 77.84 73.51
Te number that performed best in the multiple comparisons tested.
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7. Discussion

Seven deep neural networks, including PDLN and other
deep learning networks, are trained on a dataset with 340
sample images per category and less than 2,500 images
overall in this section. Tis study compares the performance
of the networks under diferent data processing methods.
Tis comparison supports the discussion on potential
methods to improve the performance of neural networks for
industrial component recognition. Te fndings can be
summarized as follows:

(1) In the dataset of industrial components, the back-
ground of the images can be complex and unhelpful.
Using technical processing to concentrate the image
information more on the objects, as Algorithm 1, can
efectively improve the recognition of the model and
increase the recognition accuracy. In addition, by
using these images for training, the generalization
ability of the model will be better.

(2) In industrial components recognition, the high ac-
curacy of networks by deepening or decreasing the
depth of networks is not reliable because of limited
samples. Instead, the proposed coarse-fne-grained
feature fusion methodology, which enables the
network to consider both global and local features of
the image, is a good way to improve the model’s
ability for distinguishing components in the limited
datasets.

(3) Experimental data show that the proposed PDLN is
more appropriate than SOTA networks for small
dataset learning in the feld of automotive equipment
manufacturing. After 200 training rounds, PDLN
achieves a recognition accuracy of approximately
98%. Te accuracy of 92% was also maintained in
additional datasets, thus proving more robust and
accurate than traditional networks.

8. Conclusion

Te rapid updates and wide range of products in the au-
tomotive manufacturing industry make it difcult to build
large datasets. Tis paper proposes an intelligent recognition
method for automotive components based on coarse-fne-grained
feature fusion and deep learning from the perspective of
enterprise economic efciency. Tis method contains an
image intelligent cropping algorithm (Algorithm 1) based on
feature detection, and through the designed architecture,
dataset production, network learning, and model applica-
tion, it is completed to achieve reliable component recog-
nition accuracy. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed

method can obtain good robustness and 95.11% recognition
accuracy in learning with limited samples. In addition, the
designed Algorithm 1 can automate the generation of
datasets and form an automated system for the whole
process of “data collection-network learning-model appli-
cation.” Tus, new datasets and available models can be
produced promptly in the rapid product update, providing
solutions for the intelligence of the manufacturing industry.
Te future will be based on deep learning to achieve more
accurate industrial dataset generation methods and model
upgrades and iterations.
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